Forklift tyres
the crucial test that too many companies fail

Change at the right time

More than one in four forklift tyres are changed too early, or too late – putting profits and safety at risk.

1. Choose the right tyre
   - Pneumatic
   - Solid
   - Resilient

   Resilient tyres comprise three layers: an anti-abrasive top layer; a soft shock absorbent middle layer and a rigid base to ensure tyres are fitted securely.

2. Quality affects performance
   - move 14% more loads per shift
   - 60J line
   - Watch your 60J wear line on tyres – especially with cheap tyres that wear quicker.

3. Tyre safety impacts truck stability

4. Tyres need time to cool down
   - Heat is the number-one danger to tyre rubber – and they need time to cool down. As a rule of thumb, tyres can go 2 km before they need a 15-minute break.

5. Think about your steering
   - The steer wheels on the Mitsubishi EDiA turn a full 100 degrees to help preserve tyres.
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